Speech-intelligibility improvements using a binaural adaptive-scheme based conceptually on human auditory processing.
A speech enhancement scheme is presented using diverse processing in sub-bands spaced according to a human-cochlear describing function. The binaural adaptive scheme decomposes the wide-band input signals into a number of band-limited signals, superficially similar to the treatment the human ears perform on incoming signals. The results of a series of intelligibility and formal listening tests are presented in which acoustic speech signals corrupted with recorded automobile noise were presented to 15 normal hearing volunteer subjects. For the experimental cases considered, the proposed binaural adaptive sub-band processing scheme delivers a statistically significant improvement in terms of both speech-intelligibility and perceived quality when compared with both the conventional wide-band processed and the noisy unprocessed case. The scheme is capable of extension to a potentially more flexible sub-band processing method based on a constrained artificial neural network (ANN).